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CHANDIGARH: The Chandigarh administration is planning to launch a 

crackdown on sale of illegal cigarettes in the city. 

A senior UT official said recently the matter was discussed in a meeting 

and it was decided to form a joint team of different departments to 

conduct raids at vendors, who indulge in sale of illegal cigarettes in the 

Tricity.

Sources revealed that the Cigarettes and Other Tobacco Products Act 

(COTPA) mandates 85% graphical health warning on cigarette packets, but 

there are a number of outlets in the Tricity that provide smuggled 

cigarettes, which are without the mandated graphic health warning.

Another UT official said, "In the past the administration has penalised various tobacco vendors under the COTPA and if 

somebody will provide tip off regarding sale of illegal cigarettes to the authorities concerned, then we will surely take action 

against the violator." 

The illegal cigarette packets do not carry cancer awareness images and warnings as mandated by the law. These contain the 

awareness warnings in just 15% packet space, but by rules 85% of cigarettes and other tobacco product packing should be 

covered with warnings, graphics and images focusing on cancer.

These cigarettes are being smuggled in from countries like Malaysia and South Korea and are sold cheap due to tax evasion 

affording a huge arbitrage opportunity.

Officials said many illegal distribution units have come up in Punjab and these have flooded the Tricity markets with illegal 

cigarettes.

According to sources, these smuggled in cigarettes carry international brands that are popular among the youth. Sale of illegal 

cigarette among the youth is on the rise because they come in different flavours, it is cheaper and its packaging is much 

attractive since it does not contain any unpleasant images on the packet covers. 


